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Penguin presents the unabridged downloadable audiobook edition of
No Is Not Enough by Naomi Klein, read by Brit Marling. Naomi

Klein - award-winning journalist, bestselling author of No Logo, The
Shock Doctrine and This Changes Everything, scourge of brand
bullies and corporate liars - gives us the toolkit we need to survive
our surreal, shocking age. Trump, as extreme as he is, is less an
aberration than a logical conclusion - a pastiche of pretty much all
the worst and most dangerous trends of the past half century. A one-

man megabrand, with wife and children as spin-off brands...
Remember when it all seemed to be getting better? Before Trump

happened? Naomi Klein, internationally acclaimed journalist, activist
and bestselling author, shows us how we got to this surreal and

dangerous place, how to stop it getting a lot worse, and how, if we
keep our heads, we can make things better. No Is Not Enough

reveals, among other things, how Trumps election was not a peaceful
transition, but a corporate takeover, one using deliberate shock
tactics to generate wave after wave of crises and force through
radical policies that will destroy people, the environment, the

economy and national security. This book is the toolkit for shock
resistance, showing all of us how we can break Trumps spell and win
the world we need. Dont let them get away with it. Naomi is like a
great doctor - she can diagnose problems nobody else sees Alfonso
Cuarn I count her among the most inspirational political thinkers in

the world today Arundhati Roy Naomi Klein as a writer is an
accusing angel John Berger
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